Over the course of time, a family may experience a growth or decline. This is accounted for through additional modules dimensioned similar to those of the ore cars that were once a key component on this dock. Units are able to add-on up to three additional modules, the first of which includes the stairwell and bathroom shipped within the module itself.

The open plan and movable partitions encourage occupants to use the components of their dwelling in a way to create space they want and need. Seasonal changes can influence the composition of a unit tailored to the desired setting. Because the square footage of each unit is lower than a traditional dwelling, storage space is enhanced with hidden or deepened closets.

The open plan and movable partitions encourage the components of the dwelling to be used in a way that suits the occupants' needs. Seasonal changes can influence the composition of a unit tailored to the desired setting. Because the square footage of each unit is lower than a traditional dwelling, storage space is enhanced with hidden or deepened closets.

Over the course of time, a family may experience a growth or decline. This is accounted for through additional modules dimensioned similar to those of the ore cars that were once a key component on this dock. Units are able to add-on up to three additional modules, the first of which includes the stairwell and bathroom shipped within the module itself.